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Stocks from This ONE Sector are UP 884% on
AVERAGE In the Last 12–18 months…

It’s NOT Too Late to Score MORE Monster Profits:
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Tobin Smith

Tobin Smith is one of the most widely
followed stock pickers in America because
he delivers what investors want: enormousStock Symbol: ENCR

It’s NOT Too Late to Score MORE Monster Profits:
Why Ener-Core, Inc. (ENCR) Looks Like the Next Mega-Winner

12 key reasons
why investing in
Ener-Core (ENCR)
NOW could become the most
profitable move you’ll make in 2014!

Why You Missed this 30-to-1 Market Beating Super Sector?

How the Smart Money Earned 884% AVERAGE Returns over Last 12–18 Months

Why ENCR is the Next Big Thing in Tech Stocks 2014

Ener-Core (ENCR) is an immediate buy! Get in around $1 and you could
turn your $10,000 into $30,000 in the next 12 months! See details inside!

Dear Opportunistic Investor,

Tobin Smith here…editor of Next Big Thing Investor

PRO…your Saturday morning friend for 14 years on Fox
News’s #1 rated business TV show “Bulls & Bears”…and

I’m talking to you today about runaway, unabashed

$millionaire making “stealth” bull market happening in

front of your very own eyes.

Specifically, I’m talking about a very select hidden niche

of low priced emerging growth stocks…up a staggering

884% on AVERAGE since 2013-2014…beating the S&P

500 return by more than 30-to-1 in the same time

period…

….and I bet you never noticed them or your broker

never called!

Don’t Wait For This Story To Break…

This is an Immediate Buy Now Situation!
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he delivers what investors want: enormous
profits!

A founding member of InvestorPlace Media
LLC, one of the world's largest investment
research publishers, and founder of the
ground breaking ChangeWave Research
organization, Tobin Smith specializes in
identifying emerging growth stocks long
before they are discovered by Wall Street
and the public.

For fourteen years, Smith was an exclusive
contributor and market analyst for Fox
News and more recently guest anchor for
Fox Business Network’s America’s Nightly
Scoreboard and Power & Money primetime
programs. He is the author of the New York
Times bestsellers ChangeWave Investing,
ChangeWave Investing 2.0 and Billion Dollar
Green, which debuted on Amazon as a #1
bestseller.

To learn more about Tobin Smith’s special
investment opportunities, see the special
offer at the end of this report.

Stock Symbol: ENCR

Buy Price: $1

Near Target: $3.00

Take-Out Value: $6.50–$8

Strategy: Buy and hold

Here is the proof of
my Stealth Super Sector

research - 884%
Average Returns over

last 12–18 Months

Your eyes don’t lie…but they may BLINK…

Up as much as 4,765% in last 52 weeks
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No one would touch these stocks 18 months ago…they were “dead and buried” according to most

“experts.” Yet…

These are but a few of the many examples of what I have come to call the “ 30X stealth bull market”—30
times the return of the overall bull market for technology stocks in 2013 (as measured by the Nasdaq
Composite).

$10,000 in PLUG one year ago would be 
as much as $476,500 today…

… $10k turned into
$120,000 in JKS

in less than 18 months.
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What is this Secret 30X Market Beating Sector… 
…and Why Haven’t You Heard of It?

I call this largely hidden sector of recent millionaire making stocks “Industrial Cleantech.”

These stocks are NOT sexy.

They are, however, proven millionaire making emerging growth stocks.

These are the kind of clean technology companies that own unique patented/patent-pending technology
that allow companies of all sizes—global giants to local factories—INCREASE their profit margins by

making or distributing their products/services for LESS ENERGY COST than conventional technologies.

How much less? A LOT less—hundreds of billions of dollars in “cash money” savings that go right to the
bottom-line.

In short these winning companies have built a better mouse-trap that (via patents) others can’t copy.
Even better these are the kinds of technologies that profit-margin padding/cost-cutting obsessed
companies all over the world CAN’T resist.

Believe Me - 
I Know the Industrial Cleantech Space

I wrote in detail about most of these companies in 2009 within my #1
Amazon bestselling book “Billion Dollar Green: Profit from The Eco
Revolution.” 

I spent a full chapter on this coming Industrial Cleantech trend over a
decade ago in my NY Times bestseller “ChangeWave Investing 2.0”
way back in 2002.

I have been a published and acknowledged authority on the
Industrial Cleantech world for more than a decade…I know this
space like few other analysts.

And please understand this—I use the
term “Eco Revolution” NOT refer to
“ecology” or “environment” per se—I’ll
leave those terms to the tree-huggers
not interested in capitalism nor profit.

I use the term “ECO” to refer to far less abstract concept—economic
return—as in technology that offers superior cost benefit economics
and return on capital invested (ROI) over existing technology.

Until superior economics—not hype-driven hysteria—made
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Until superior economics—not hype-driven hysteria—made
clean technology solutions better business decisions for REAL
business people (not hippy dippy Al Gore disciples) these
stocks were emotion driven speculations.

Let’s Fast Forward to 2014

What’s driving these astronomic price moves NOW—what I dreamed about happening someday in
2009—is that many of these Industrial Cleantech energy technologies became LOWER cost alternatives

to fossil fuels WITHOUT artificial economics—read unsustainable government subsidies and tax credits.

I knew that until these companies got past the technology “Hype-Cycle” made famous by legendary
technology research firm Gartner Group, these stocks were destined to shoot to the moon on hype and

fall to the ground on disillusioned reality—what Gartner calls the “trough of disillusionment.”

Jackie Fenn and Mark Raskino wrote about the KEY to making big money in technology in their
legendary book Mastering the Hype Cycle: “You have to choose the RIGHT innovation at the RIGHT TIME

to profit from technology innovation.”

So why do I think you will make so much money
from these Industrial Cleantech stocks now?
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from these Industrial Cleantech stocks now?

Because NOW is the right time to profit from the right Industrial Cleantech technology.

2009 was too early—we were still in the hype phase.

In 2014, we are in the massive wealth making phase—and it’s time for YOU to participate in the wealth

making frenzy and get into the game before it’s too late.

These Industrial Cleantech stocks are mostly small microcap companies with ZERO coverage from Wall

Street. They don’t need a lot of equity capital raised to make billions of dollars in profits and capital

gains for their shareholders.

In short, if Wall Street can’t profit from it, they don’t cover it…you never hear about them.

Here is my NBT Index of Industrial Cleantech stocks…and the cumulative wealth created over the last

12–18 months is a staggering 9,725%—an 884% average return…from their 2012 or 2013 lows—
amazing.

Industrial Clean Tech stocks are
THE Hottest Fortune Building Stocks

in the World Today!

Why You Haven’t Heard of the
Amazing Wealth Being Created TODAY
for “Industrial Cleantech” Shareholders
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Source: Yahoo Finance

You HAVE heard about this guy
and this company, right?

I am man enough to say that Elon
Musk IS one of my business idols.

And it’s a fact: The Elon and Tesla
revolution have sorta “sucked all the air out of the room” when it
comes to the media covering clean technology OUTSIDE of
Muskland and Tesla.

Just Google “Elon Musk” and then Google “Industrial Cleantech”
and you will see what I mean.

This Tesla Automotive chart says it all.
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But now it’s time for NEW innovative leadership to take over.

Without question in the last 12–18 months industrial clean technology stocks  HAVE reached that

hallowed land of economic superiority and breathtaking stock market profits…and one of the

NEXT big winner in these fortune making stocks…

Why?

Because electric power runs the world…and 60% of the cost of producing the
world’s electrical power comes from…energy costs!

Because ENCR owns the patented technology that allows hundreds of billions of
dollars of previously wasted energy to create trillions of dollars of electrical power
around the world.

Because it’s hard to compete in the global $5 trillion electrical power production
game against…FREE.

ENCR’s breakthrough technology enables the world’s largest turbine manufacturers to

suddenly expand their annual potential turbine market sales by ANOTHER $110 BILLION per

year. (source: ENCR presentation and analyst estimates.)

ENCR’ s stunning, magic-like technology turns hundreds of billions of dollars of waste energy from

agriculture, oil and gas production, coal mining, landfills and waste water recycling into FREE electric
power that can be sold or used at very high returns on invested capital.

Can you imagine just how big this free energy-to-high profit power production business will become

around the world?

The Enormous NEW $110 Billion
Annual Market For ENCR Technology

$56 billion in new addressable annual revenues from the Landfill &
Water Treatment Biogas facility market

OK Toby—What’s Your NEXT Monster
Super Sector Stock Pick?
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$36 Billion in new annual sales into Global Tight/Tightening Emission
Control Regions
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$21 billion in new annual turbine sales to Coal Methane markets
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$16 billion in new annual power producing turbine sales to Oil Field
Waste Gas markets
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Total? >$110 billion in NEW sales opportunities

every year to sell and install turbines run
on ENCR technology around the world.

ORGANIC SOURCES
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So now you ask…

How much WASTED energy is available
to Ener-Core (ENCR) in just the United States

alone for conversion to electrical power via turbines 
with their technology?

An incomprehensible amount…is the truth.

First…how much power do we Americans consume every year?

A lot. We make up less than 5 percent of the world’s population yet consume 26 percent of the world’s

energy.

Currently, the world’s population consumes @ 15 terawatts or 15 trillion watts of power from a
combination of energy sources.

That’s nearly 4 terawatts of power consumed per year for the United States.

4 TRILLION watts of power—incomprehensible.

Research group EnergyVison estimates that every year, U.S. households, institutions, factories, and

farms throw away so much garbage, yard trimmings, crop residues, and other organic wastes that, if

turned into a source of energy, it could power almost every urban truck and bus fleet in the nation.

The problem is it all goes into a landfill and the organic gas that comes out is too low in energy to be

used by conventional gas turbine technology.

LANDFILLS WASTE-WATER TREATMENT

PLANTS

AGRICULTURAL DIGESTERS

MINERAL SOURCES

COAL MINES OIL & GAS
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used by conventional gas turbine technology.

IHS Consultants and NBT Research estimate that from just from oil and gas production and coal mining

(i.e. flaring low grade unusable/unmarketable methane gas) there are 250 gigawatts of electrical power

WASTED every year in the United States alone—enough power for @50 million homes!

According to the EPA, the U.S. alone has

3,019 active landfills and over 10,000 municipal landfills with methane gas flaring

5,500 water treatment facilities
52 active coal bed methane mines

$16 billion in annual flared gas

View of Natural Gas Flaring from Space

In fact, over 1/3 of ALL natural gas produced in North Dakota Bakken fields is flared or not marketed or
used for energy (source eia.gov).
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KEY POINT: We waste a MASSIVE amount of energy every year because before
ENCR technology there was NO economic way to convert low grade methane gas
energy into electrical power.
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Industry and equity analysts believe there aren’t ANY competitors even close to
empowering low-BTU waste gas feedstock like ENCR. (source: equity research
reports)

In fact, one Ener-Core analyst recently reported, “Importantly, we do not believe there are any

incumbent technologies that can utilize low-BTU feedstock anywhere near the ENCR technology.”

Of course this removes the age old “cutthroat pricing” competitive response we would assume to see

from the established industry giants looking to squash an uppity upstart (source: published analyst

reports).

Best news? Since fuel costs comprise up to 60% of power generation costs…and the most of the gas that
powers ENCR empowered turbines is basically FREE…it’s hard to compete with….FREE!

In short—ENCR technology produces an economic and environmental miracle:

A proven & patented way for companies to
destroy and convert environmentally hazardous gas
into a very attractive economic return from electric

power… AT THE SAME TIME!

The Technology

Their unique patented technology enables turbines to

Generate power from previously unusable, low-
energy content waste with a high economic return
Produce materially lower toxic waste gas
emissions into the air vs. conventional turbines for
emission restricted/controlled
regions/states/countries

How Do We Save The Insane BILLIONS of dollars
of Energy Resources We Throw Away Every Year?

Answer: Billions of dollars of Ener-Core
Powered Turbines!
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regions/states/countries

Again—for the $multi-billion a year turbine industry this
is a miracle as well: $110 billion+ in new business
opportunities each year that previous to ENCR they
couldn’t touch…because they had NO viable solution
for low energy gas feedstocks!

The Lock-Tight Patent Protection

ENCR owns ALL the patents to protect this
energy recovery miracle…developed over years
under its old parent company.

Now the world’s largest conventional
turbine manufacturers have to come to
ENCR if they want to compete for business
in this massive new power generation
opportunity.

This Just IN: A $500 Million
Order Just Announced With
ENCR’s Current Turbine
Partner FlexEnergy for Off-the-
Grid Turbine Power

FlexEnergy, former parent company of
ENCR and a microturbine manufacturer
spun off from the industrial equipment
conglomerate Ingersoll Rand, landed a
landmark sales deal in February with a

venture-backed investment group based in
Russia, the Distributed Generating
Company (DGC).

Based in the Russia’s industrial Samara
region, DGC agreed to pay
FlexEnergy nearly $500 million for 200
megawatts of microturbine generating
capacity over the next three years.

“The basic plan is to use the microturbines as
a platform for developing a set of
standardized solutions for quick deployment,
and offer customers long-term, predictable
contracts, for on-site power generation, with
no grid connection fees,” said Dennis
Shomko, a partner at Avicon-UK who
represents DGC, during an international

The Simple Investment
Case for Ener-Core

(ENCR): $2.50 to $3.00
over the Next 12 Months

I discovered this company from one of the only

investment banks that covers smaller industrial clean

technology companies.

These analysts (who are top drawer in the clean tech

world) published an Ener-Core (ENCR)12-month price

target of $2.50 in the beginning of 2014.

But I truly think their target price is too conservative in
the short term—$3 is reasonable given that the

company is OUT of its proof-of-concept stage and

ramping up revenues in 2014 with a hockey-stick type

sales ramp in 2015.

ENCR and the other stocks I call “Industrial Clean Tech”
are the hottest stock movers in the last 12 months…by

http://flexenergy.com/
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represents DGC, during an international
project finance conference held in New
York City by Broad Street Capital. Source:
Forbes

The opportunity for “off-the-grid”
reliable and low-cost power production
is virtually endless. This $500 million
order is just the veritable “tip of the
iceberg” for these types of applications.
With Ener-Core technology, FlexEnergy
will be able to go after thousands of
factory and institutional locations which
have low-energy virtually free gas and
need reliable and cheap power.

As	Electricity	Costs	Soar,
Energy-Hungry	Firms	Have
a	Growing	Incentive	to	Go
Off	the	Grid

March	2,	2014	—	Every	sixth	company	in
Europe's	largest	economy	now	generates
its	own	electricity,	roughly	50%	more
than	one	year	ago,	according	to	Germany's
Chamber	of	Commerce	and	Industry.
They	range	from	rural	family-owned
companies	to	a	vast	Dow
Chemical	Co.	plant	that	consumes	1%	of
the	country's	electricity.

The	reason?	Ever-higher	electricity	prices
—driven	in	part	by	a	22%	government-
mandated	levy	to	fund	renewable-energy
sources—are	prompting	companies	large
and	small	to	invest	in	their	own	power-
generation	infrastructure.	Doing	so	not
only	shields	them	from	the	government
surcharge,	but	also	makes	them	eligible
for	subsidies	designed	to	encourage
energy	efficiency	and	so-called	green
electricity.

Michael	Salcher,	head	of	the	energy	and
natural	resources	practice	at	consultancy
KPMG	in	Germany,	estimates	that
companies	that	avoid	the	surcharge	and
receive	subsidies	can	cut	their	electricity
bills	by	around	50%.
(source:	WSJ)

are the hottest stock movers in the last 12 months…by

far. Faster than the Biotech boomers…hotter than social

media or cloud technology stocks.

ENCR is right in the middle of the world’s HOTTEST

stock sector and yet is STILL under most investor’s
radar…this is why I wanted to rush this urgent report

out to you ASAP!

As this 30X-to-1 market beating super stock sector

gets discovered…there is no telling how high the
new players like ENCR will run.

And really…
with 884% AVERAGE returns

over the last two years…
how long do you think this
monster stock category is

going to STAY under the Wall
Street radar?

Wall Street LOVES to play the same theme over and

over—“the next Tesla”…the “next Plug Power”.

Well…I and other analysts see a hockey-stick like

revenue ramp for ENCR in 2015 and beyond as multi-

billion dollar turbine manufacturing sales and
distribution teams jump on the bandwagon with the

ONLY game in town—ENCR.

My bet is that kind of visibility will put ENCR in the Wall

Street spotlight and the NEXT big play in molten hot

industrial cleantech stocks.

My Best Guess:
the Inevitable Take-Out
Play Will Come Sooner

than Later…

At SOME point I believe it’s inevitable that ONE of the

billion dollars big turbine manufacturers is absolutely

going to want the $110 billion ENCR market for

themselves: why would they want to share this giant

http://quotes.wsj.com/DOW
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themselves: why would they want to share this giant

market with their mortal enemies and competitors?

A take-out preemptive play on ENCR would be called a

“strategic” acquisition—an ENCR should find itself in

play with the billion dollars big boys of the global

turbine industry!

Alain
Castro
Chief Executive Officer

Boris
Maslov
President

Kelly
Anderson
Chief Financial Officer

Douglas
Hamrin
Vice President,
Thermal Oxidizer
Engineering

Steve
Lampe
Vice President,
Electrical and Controls
Engineering

The Hon. Dr.
Stephen L.
Johnson, 
Board Member

The Management Team: Ready to Lead ENCR to Victory

We judge this ENCR team world-class and highly qualified to take ENCR to the next level.

London Business School: Sloan
Fellowship, Executive Master’s Degree,
Business and Management; University
of Texas, B.S., Industrial and Mechanical
Engineering

Alain is the Chief Executive Officer of
Ener-Core, Inc. He has spent the vast
majority of his career developing,
financing and building new power
generation plants, as well as optimizing
older energy infrastructure
assets across many countries
throughout Europe, Latin America and
North America. 

In addition to his role with Ener-Core,
Alain is currently an executive advisor to
one of the largest global manufacturers
of utility-scale wind turbines, as well as
a member of the advisory board of
Global Energy Innovations, a leading
provider of diagnostics solutions for the
utility-scale energy storage and standby
power sectors.

Moscow Institute of Physics and
Technology: Ph.D., Electrical
Engineering; B.S., M.S., Electrical
Engineering and Computer Science

Boris is the President of Ener-Core, Inc.
He was previously the Vice President of
Corporate Development at FlexEnergy
where he led Strategic Planning,
Technology Development, and
Intellectual Property Protection.

Boris holds CEO experience at Energy
One, a renewable energy project
development company. He has served
as CEO of several technology and
financial companies, as well as CTO of
WaveCrest Laboratories, a
manufacturing company specializing in
electric transportation markets.

California State University, Fullerton:
B.A., College of Business and
Economics

Kelly is the Chief Financial Officer of
Ener-Core, Inc., and a certified public
accountant with over 15 years of
corporate finance, accounting and
senior management experience. She
has operated in senior finance
positions in large, Fortune 500 company
environments, as well as publicly traded
microcap companies, and was
instrumental in raising over $30
million in her last role within the clean
tech space.  

Previously, Kelly was the President and
Chief Financial Officer of T3 Motion, Inc.,
an electric vehicle technology company.
Prior to that, she served as T3′s
Executive Vice President, Chief
Financial Officer, and director.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology: 
M.S., Mechanical Engineering; Illinois

University of Missouri — Rolla: M.S.,
Mechanical Engineering

11th Administrator, United States
Environmental Protection Agency
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M.S., Mechanical Engineering; Illinois
Institute of Technology, BS, Mechanical
Engineering

Doug Hamrin is the VP of Thermal
Oxidizer Engineering at Ener-Core, Inc.,
and is responsible for the technical
development of the oxidizer at Ener-
Core. He has filed 17 patents on Ener-
Core Technology over the past 4 years,
during which he served as Director of
Thermal Oxidizer Development at
FlexEnergy.

Mechanical Engineering

Steve Lampe is the VP of Electrical and
Controls Engineering at Ener-Core, Inc.,
managing the controls and operation
development of the Ener-Core
Powerstation™. He has filed 9 patents
on Ener-Core technology over the past 4
years, during which he served as
Director of Controls at FlexEnergy.

Steve is highly experienced in advanced
gas turbine technology and controls,
and was formerly the Director of Oil and
Gas Applications for Capstone Turbine
Corporation. Steve holds 14 additional
patents in the area of turbo-machinery
controls.

Environmental Protection Agency
(2005–2009), where he controlled a
$7.7 billion annual budget and
managed over 17,000 employees.
Worked at EPA from 1979–2009, and
became the first career EPA employee
to hold the position of Administrator and
the first scientist to head the Agency. He
received the White House’s Presidential
Rank Award, the highest award for
civilian federal employees.

The $500 Million+ Investment Case for the Ener-Core
Technology Miracle in Your Growth Portfolio Today:

Industrial CleanTech stocks are white hot—our index of industrial clean
tech stocks is up a staggering cumulative 9,725% in the last 12–18
months–beating the S&P 500 Index return by over 30x-to-1. (source: NBT
Research and FactSet)

Our NBT Industrial lean tech index has outperformed the 2014
market by over 12-to-1 since Jan 2, 2014. (source: FactSet Research)

Our initial 12-month $3 target is a triple from <$1 buy price—and
key industry analysts agree with us.

This is truly a game-changing technology for electrical power generated
from free and previously unusable energy feedstock—in a world starved for
affordable and politically correct power. (source: Analyst reports)

ENCR expands the addressable market for land-based turbines >$110
billion worldwide in both low-energy waste fuels and stringent emission
standards vs. conventional combustion-style gas turbines. (source: ENCR
presentation)
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presentation)

Up to 60% of the cost of global power production comes from fuel costs…
and ENCR systems running on waste gas have virtually ZERO energy
costs. (source: Energy Institute and analyst reports)

No existing competitors are present in this technology space—to earn
a part of the $110 billion in new markets opened to the major turbine
players they HAVE to work with ENCR. (source: the company and analyst
reports)

ENCR proprietary technology is heavily patented and protected—if
one of the billion dollars turbine manufacturers could do this on their own
—they would have done it already. They can’t…and even better they KNOW
they can’t. (source: SEC filings and analyst reports)

To reach the $110 billion in new markets ENCR empowers, the major
turbine players HAVE to partner with ENCR or BUY them—we will take
either!

ENCR is in the early stages of commercialization—they recently shipped
their first order to a major Netherlands landfill operator. ENCR is in the
process of developing a new 10X larger 2MW system with turbine OEM
Dresser Rand. The risky period for proof of concept and technology is
over…NOW it’s time to bring home the orders.

The Management Team is World Class—with ENCR you are betting on
the horse AND the Jockey!

You are investing alongside long-time institutional clean tech private equity
investors SAIL Capital Partners…with $25 million invested in ENCR and
board seats. If ENCR is good enough for one of the most experienced
industrial Cleantech investors in America…it should be good enough for
small investors, too.

This is the wealth-making formula of 2014: find technology stocks that turn free, cheap or renewable

energy into high-profit electric power.

Buy them before the rest of the world discovers them.

And ride these Industrial Cleantech stocks to life-changing wealth.

Of course you need to do YOUR due diligence right now on the ENCR opportunity and get ready to

contact your broker.
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But unknown and I believe hugely undervalued ENCR shares look primed to repeat the life-changing

stock gains we have seen from other Industrial Cleantech stocks as it hits Wall Street's radar.

Best Wishes,

Tobin Smith, 
Editor Next Big Thing Investor PRO

A 'TAKE ACTION' OPPORTUNITY - 
Here Is What To Do Now:

OR

Call your broker and discuss 
how large a position of Ener-Core
(ENCR) you can comfortably own.

If you take care of your own account, go
online now and verify what I have shown
you here today… 
You will want to build a position in ENCR
now for the long term before Wall Street
discovers the vast opportunity at hand.

Sign Up for My Newsletter and Get MORE
Research Reports on Potential Monster
Return Emerging Growth Stocks!

If you’d like to hear MORE great opportunities like ENCR, then I urge you
to consider joining my Next Big Thing Investor PRO…my flagship
investment newsletter.

My subscribers in 2013 made a 60% annual return on their investments

using our simple yet incredibly powerful strategy of investing in
emerging growth companies like ENCR—and I don’t want you to miss

out on this life-changing wealth creation any longer!
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To help you take advantage of this amazing wealth building research, I have packaged our entire NBT
Macro Market Portfolio Doubler system into a very special report I have just published.

The Lifetime of Wealth Strategy: How Academics Proved You Can Double Your Retirement Nest

Egg Every 2.57 Years In Bull & Bear Markets so your family can reap the life-changing wealth and
financial freedom you’ve earned and deserve.

It’s a $79 Value... Yours FREE!

In this easy to read and use report, you will find ALL the simple details
necessary for earning unbelievable gains in the stock market NO MATTER

if the market shoots to 25,000 or drops to 5,000…

Imagine how much better your retirement will look in just a matter of

months! It’s ALL here:

The BEST 2X Long and 2X Short Index Funds for Your
Retirement Doubler Portfolio

How To Manage Your Doubler Portfolio in 60 Minutes a Year

or Less

This special briefing is life changing…and it comes FREE with your risk-free trial membership to Next Big

Thing Investor Pro.

Your risk-free trial membership in Next Big Thing Investor Pro
includes an entire research team and world of benefits in our

quest to deliver your family life-changing wealth

As a NBT Investor PRO member we advise you every week and month on a whole world of

transformational wealth. Here’s what you get …

Monthly Next Big Thing Investor Report. Every day my staff and I are working
to bring you the crucial up-to-the minute investible intelligence on… 

Your NBT Macro Market Portfolio Doubler Plan—our macro market
timing index and 2X ETF Funds featuring groundbreaking macro market
timing research

Your NBT High Income & Growth Portfolio featuring our highest rated
15%+ annual income and growth investments that generated on average
15% annual income and growth in 2013

Your Next Big Thing Super Sector Growth Stocks…our highest rated
growth stocks and ETFs from the 20% growth sectors of what we call the
“Transformation Economy”—the companies most profiting from
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Let me also RUSH you 3 Blockbuster
10-Bagger Next Big Thing Research Reports NOW

With Your Charter Membership

This emerging growth monster has 46 patents on the next big
thing in sound…High Definition sound. The genius behind this
technology founded the LAST big thing in sound technology
SRS Labs…a billion dollars company today. This technology is
his masterpiece. Imagine your smartphone, your iPad, your
car…EVERYWHERE that sound touches your life…in amazing
high definition sound. Sound like it was recorded in the studio.
After watching hi-def TV…would you go back to low def? Same
thing in sound…once you “hear” this story you will understand
the billion dollars opportunity.

A $79 Value - Yours FREE!

Is anyone happy with Obamacare? This disruptive health care
system operator IS…and Obamacare has a secret benefit
buried in its 2,700 pages that guarantees this $150 million a year

“Transformation Economy”—the companies most profiting from
transformational change

Your NBT Emerging Growth “Public Venture Capital” portfolio for that
SMALL part of your retirement nest egg that wants to rock and roll and
speculate on our top rated emerging growth plays on disruptive
transformational change like ENCR.

Flash Alerts. When world events affect our recommendations…or breaking
news means “buy more”…you’ll receive a flash alert from me with specific
actions to take to help you maximize your profits everyday.

Online V.I.P. Briefings. Every 90 days or so we will meet online to webinar
about our latest research into the Transformation Economy and to answer
ANY questions you have that can make you a better investor. As a member
of Next Big Thing Investor Pro you are NEVER alone with your money.

Free Next Big Thing Weekly Subscription. You will also receive a free
subscription to Next Big Thing Week…our weekly digest of the biggest
winners and losers in the most rapidly transforming global sectors and
companies as reported by our NBT Experts Exchange members and editors.
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buried in its 2,700 pages that guarantees this $150 million a year
health care provider grows to over $1 billion…fast! You have
never heard of this company…you will want to know their story
BEFORE the world does.

A $79 Value - Yours FREE!

This disruptor in consumer beverages is already up over 100%
from our initial recommendation…but has 10-bagger potential
from here. They are innovating one of the fastest-growing trends
in the consumer world…healthier living. Their beverage system
has been adopted by some of the largest quick service
restaurant chains in the world…and 2014 is when their sales
explode like a shaken Coke bottle on a sunny day!

A $79 Value - Yours FREE!

Read A Small Sample of the Testimonials of Life-Changing
Wealth Earned From Our Advisory Services… We Have THOUSANDS

on File from the Last Two Decades of Results from
Our Wealth Building Advice

We do this work to change people’s lives…and hearing YOUR story about how our research has

transformed the financial lives of so many people and families is humbling and so gratifying. 

“Toby…I will admit I was a sceptic on your Portfolio
Doubler strategy. But I loaded up my IRA in
October 2013 JUST like you advised into the
Government Shutdown fiasco and my account is up
120% annualized from that very day! I can’t wait to
show my Dad how I’m going to be richer than he
is! Subscriber for life…”

“I’ve watched you on Fox’s Bulls and Bears for ten
years…every Saturday morning. I wish I had
discovered your newsletter service when I first
discovered you…but the incredible money I have
made on your advice like Tesla and Netflix along
with Apple and Google has changed my life…made
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is! Subscriber for life…”
— T Thompson, Evergreen, CO

“Hey Toby… Just wanted to thank you for another
great year. Your advice has had a huge impact on
my life. NEOM profits bought me my ranch and
CHTL helped buy my new Extreme 4x4
Motorhome.”
— C Hoctor, Hemet, CA

“Thanks for the add Tobin. Discovered CREE thanks
to you and appreciate the 317% return. Keep up
the good work.” 
— J Rodgers, Ridley Park, PA

“MEMC from $15 to $75—not only was that a great
call…what impressed me most was how you guys
found this company ahead of ALL the Wall Street
know-it-alls! I’m a subscriber for life now!”
— J Wolf, Bridgeport, CT

“Toby…I can honestly say you have been the source
of truly transformational wealth to my family.
Getting us out of stocks in 2001…back in 2003…and
then ringing the bell on the oncoming Great
Recession saved my family millions—God bless
you!” 
— T Haney, Garland, TX

with Apple and Google has changed my life…made
things possible for my family and I that I frankly
never dreamed of…LOVE the new NBT Investor
PRO…keep it up!” 
— B Simpson, Coral Gables, FL

“When I look at my portfolio, I realize what an
enormous impact you have had on my life... and
for that I thank you from the bottom of my heart. I
am sooo excited by the future. How do I find your
new recommendations?” 

— H Katz, Round Lake, IL

“Toby…we named the 56 foot yacht we bought with
our profits from your research “El Cambio” …The
Change. Thank you from the bottom of my heart
for all that you have brought into our lives.” 
— Steve E., Cave Creek, AZ

“When I first read your report on how Apple was
changing the music world with iTunes… I bought
shares for my IRA around $35. When I read your
report on how they were changing mobile phones,
I bought shares for my children’s accounts around
$75. After taking profits at your $650 target price
all I can say is “WOW—my retirement is secure and
my kids’ college is paid for. God bless you man…
what a difference in all our lives.” 
— C Lowe, Santa Monica, CA

Homes, second homes, yachts, college educations and MOST important secure retirements—

that’s what we wake up every day to try to deliver to our members.

To ALL the hundreds of thousands of past subscribers—and
millions who have watched me on Fox News over the years…

…JOIN ME NOW for amazing wealth building and preservation at
Next Big Thing Investor PRO…NBTI Pro for short. 

Best news? Founding memberships are
only $79 for an entire 12 months—my gift to you!

We have cut the regular membership fee $50 to eliminate any hesitation you would have to take this

100% no-risk membership.
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Your 100% RISK-FREE Guarantee

If you are not fully satisfied with your Next Big Thing Investor
membership for any reason in the first 90 days, I will cancel your subscription and

send you a full refund. And even after that, you can cancel anytime and get a refund for
your membership balance. 

No questions asked.

Tobin Smith, 
Next Big Thing Investor PRO

Just 21 cents a day to subscribe to an investment strategy discovered by world leading academics and

improved by our team of investing experts…you’d pass this opportunity to save 21 cents a day?

With a rip-roaring market in 2014, I want you to have NO excuse for not taking advantage of our NBT
portfolio doubling discovery and all the exciting opportunities in the leading investments of the 21st

century. 

Especially with this no risk guarantee!

http://nextbigthinginvestor.com/
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PS: New massive Methane Emission Control MANDATES from President Obama just created an
ADDITIONAL $50-$100 billion market for ENCR...time is now of the essence to start a position BEFORE
Wall Street figures out who is the BIG winner from this groundbreaking new law!


